MINDING HUMAN LANGUAGE: NEW BRIDGES BUILT IN THE MILA CENTER BETWEEN MIND, BRAIN AND LANGUAGE

February 22, 2022, at 5pm

Registration link: https://tau-ac-il.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZAvduiqrT4uHNY0IVQipqUlmSV71u3bxkos

This annual conference is held in memory of Alexander Goren, z’l

www.mila-center.org
17:00-17:10 Welcome and Introduction
Prof. Yossi Yovel, Head of the Sagol School of Neuroscience
Prof. Julia Horvath, MILA’s Steering Committee Chair
Prof. Naama Friedmann, MILA’s Academic Director

17:10-17:50 Research Presentations:
Neta Haluts
From language impairments to brain connections: white matter structures in syntax and dyslexia

Einav Fleck
Sentence processing strategies of ancient scribes: evidence from the Qumran Scrolls

Yarden Ashkenazi
Rehabilitation of stroke-related language and cognition disorders using non-invasive brain stimulation

Dr. Moshe E. Bar-Lev, Post-Doc
Semantic universals in the logical vocabulary and communicative stability

17:50-18:00 Break

18:00-18:40 Research Presentations:
Dana Harel
The role of consciousness in sentence processing

Nofar Rimon
Root for a change: teaching Hebrew roots for young children with interactive videos

Linoy Schwartz
The role of conceptual information in face recognition

Dr. Naomi Kahana, Post-Doc
The brain’s language highways: insights on language from awake brain surgery

Orgenizer and Host: Orly Segev, MILA’s Project Manager